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Abstract
Background: Bidirectional promoters are shared promoter sequences between divergent gene pair (genes
proximal to each other on opposite strands), and can regulate the genes in both directions. In the human
genome, > 10% of protein-coding genes are arranged head-to-head on opposite strands, with transcription start
sites that are separated by < 1,000 base pairs. Many transcription factor binding sites occur in the bidirectional
promoters that influence the expression of 2 opposite genes. Recently, RNA polymerase II (RPol II) ChIP-seq data
are used to identify the promoters of coding genes and non-coding RNAs. However, a bidirectional promoter with
RPol II ChIP-Seq data has not been found.
Results: In some bidirectional promoter regions, the RPol II forms a bi-peak shape, which indicates that 2
promoters are located in the bidirectional region. We have developed a computational approach to identify the
regulatory regions of all divergent gene pairs using genome-wide RPol II binding patterns derived from ChIP-seq
data, based upon the assumption that the distribution of RPol II binding patterns around the bidirectional
promoters are accumulated by RPol II binding of 2 promoters. In HeLa S3 cells, 249 promoter pairs and 1094 single
promoters were identified, of which 76 promoters cover only positive genes, 86 promoters cover only negative
genes, and 932 promoters cover 2 genes. Gene expression levels and STAT1 binding sites for different promoter
categories were therefore examined.
Conclusions: The regulatory region of bidirectional promoter identification based upon RPol II binding patterns
provides important temporal and spatial measurements regarding the initiation of transcription. From gene
expression and transcription factor binding site analysis, the promoters in bidirectional regions may regulate the
closest gene, and STAT1 is involved in primary promoter.
Background
A major class of adjacently located gene pairs that are
divergently transcribed on opposite strands, with < 1000
base pairs separating their transcription start site (TSS)
has been identified [1]. These gene pairs are termed “bidir-
ectional” and the regions between the transcription start
sites of bidirectional gene pairs, which are also the regula-
tory region of these genes, are known as bidirectional
promoters.
This organization of protein-coding genes is common
with > 10% of genes arranged in this configuration [2].
Recent researches have also revealed a large set of pre-
viously undiscovered non-coding transcripts near the pro-
moters of protein-coding genes [3]. Compared to
adjacently located gene pairs arranged in convergent and
tandem configuration, there are more divergent gene pairs
with a distance between transcription start sites of < 1000
bp. The percentage of bidirectional gene pairs is signifi-
cantly larger than expected by chance [2,4].
Bidirectional promoters often regulate DNA repair
genes related to cancer and non-DNA housekeeping
functions [1,2,5]. Bidirectional promoters are associated
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with gene pairs whose levels of transcription need to be
expressed in a coordinately mechanism, such as genes
expressed in different stages of the cell cycle [6], and
genes co-expressed in the same biological pathway [7,8].
The bidirectional arrangement of promoters is also highly
conserved among different species, which indicates func-
tional importance [2].
Bidirectional promoters are GC rich, with a median GC-
content of 66% [2]. There is also a frequent presence of
CpG islands near bidirectional promoters. For example,
most RNA polymerase II-transcribed genes whose promo-
ters are bidirectional have a CpG island between them
[1,9]. The chance of TATA occurrence in bidirectional
promoters is significantly lower compared to the genome
average, as instead of bidirectional promoters, the motif of
TATA sequence is commonly discovered in non-bidirec-
tional promoters [10]. Likewise, the majority of known ver-
tebrate motifs are underrepresented while there is small set
of motifs which are overrepresented in bidirectional pro-
moters. More bidirectional gene pairs are transcribed in a
given cell than other genes because signals of active tran-
scription, such as occupancy of RNA polymerase II and the
modified histones H3K4me2, H3K4me3, and H3ac, are in a
higher level around bidirectional promoters [11].
Attempts to identify regulatory regions in the genome
involved many experimental and computational methods.
One strategy has been to analyze sequence composition,
such as GC content, level of conservation, transcription
factor binding sites and expressed sequence tags [12-15].
Some strategies are based on the distribution of epigenetic
marks that encode regions of transcriptional initiation. For
example, by analyzing the ChIP-Chip data of several his-
tone acetylation and methylation markers within the
ENCODE region, Heintzman et al. found that active pro-
moters could be identified using H3K4me3 profile [16].
With the advance of high resolution sequencing technol-
ogy, several studies applied histone marker binding sites
with ChIP-Seq data to identify promoters [17]. RPol II
ChIP-Seq data was also utilized to identify promoters
[18-23]. Barski et al. [24] showed a clear peak of RPol II
level at transcription start site, and found that RPol II
binding was positively correlated with gene expression
levels [24]. However, no study has identified a bidirectional
promoter with RPol II ChIP-Seq data.
We have developed a computational approach to iden-
tify the promoter regions of all divergent gene pairs using
genome-wide RPol II binding patterns derived from
ChIP-seq data, based upon the assumption that the dis-
tribution of RPol II binding patterns around the bidirec-
tional promoters are accumulated by RPol II binding of
two promoters. We also evaluated the regulatory func-
tion of promoters according to the gene expression and
STAT1 binding sites.
Results
RPol II binding patterns around the bidirectional
promoter region
We have examined the RPol II binding pattern around the
TSS of common protein coding gene and the bidirectional
promoter region. To avoid the RPol II binding effect of a
gene’s neighbourhood, focus was only on the genes whose
transcript lengths were > 10,000 bp and no other genes
were presented within 10,000 bp of their TSSs. This iden-
tified 4,120 expressed genes and 2,682 unexpressed genes
in HeLa cells, based on the gene expression array data. We
divided the genomic regions into multiple 20 bp bins and
calculated the total number of RPol II derived fragments
located in each bins within 2,000 bp upstream and down-
stream of the TSS, producing a RPol II binding landscape
in the regulatory regions of the expressed genes. Not
unexpectedly, a significant enrichment of the RPol II signal
on top of the TSS was seen (Figure 1A), which gradually
declined towards both upstream and downstream (tran-
script) regions. We sub-classified expressed genes based
upon their expression levels, and genes with higher
expression levels tended to display higher than average
RPol II signals around the TSS (Figure 1A). For the coding
genes with undetectable (Absent) expression levels, RPol
II enrichment around the TSS was markedly lower.
Removing the same distance between the different iso-
forms of genes, 1564 head-to-head paired genes in which
522 pairs included the non-coding genes were used to
analysis. The numbers of RPol II fragments in each 20 bp
bins within 2,000 bp upstream and downstream of the
centre of bidirectional regions were calculated. Based on
the distance between 2 opposite genes, the bidirectional
regions were divided into 5 categories, and the average
RPol II signals of each category were calculated (Figure
2B). RPol II signals formed a significant bi-peak shape,
and there was a peak-valley in the middle of bidirectional
region, which indicated that 2 promoters were located in
the bidirectional region. As the distance got shorter, the
2 peaks tended to be close to each other and the higher
peak-valley was evident. Within a 200 bp distance, the 2
peaks tended to overlap and form one peak in the middle
of the bidirectional region. Therefore, the RPol II signals
can be used to identify each regulatory region and the
overlap region for 2 promoters of the opposite gene pair.
Identification of the bi-peak shape in the bidirectional
promoter region
In the bidirectional promoter region, RPol II signals
usually formed 3 shapes, bi-peak, single peak and no peak.
Bi-peak denotes 2 different promoters located in the bidir-
ectional promoter region, and each promoter regulates its
closest gene. Single peak had 2 options: (1) the regulatory
regions of 2 opposite genes were very close, RPol II bound
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the same regulatory region; and (2) RPol II bound only
one gene promoter, and no RPol II bound the other.
To find the exact regulatory regions, it was important
to identify the RPol II bi-peak shape between the TSSs of
2 opposite genes. We adopted 3 features to identify bi-
peak distribution of RPol II on bidirectional promoters:
P1 - the number of RPol II fragments at TSS of the gene
on the positive strand, P2 - the number of RPol II frag-
ments at TSS of the gene on the negative strand, and V -
the lowest number of RPol II fragments between the
TSSs (Figure 2A). Two parameters, the significant ratio
and the difference ratio of RPol II binding pattern
between two peaks, were described by these 3 features
(see Method). The significant ratio presents the enrich-
ment of RPol II in the lower peak, and the difference
ratio presents the difference of RPol II binding between 2
peaks. Larger significant ratio and smaller difference ratio
support a strong bi-peak distribution of RPol II
fragments.
To estimate the cutoff of significant ratio and differ-
ence ratio for bi-peak distribution of RPol II, we simu-
lated some bi-peak shapes using both expressed genes,
and single peak shapes with an expressed gene and an
unexpressed gene. The paired genes randomly selected
from 4,120 expressed genes and 2,682 unexpressed genes
were arranged head-to-head, and RPol II signals around
the TSSs of genes were summed. According to the dis-
tance between paired genes, we simulated 5 sets, each of
which included 10,000 bi-peak shapes and 10,000 single
peak shapes.
The area under the curve (AUC) in the Receiver
Operator Characteristic (ROC) reached 0.78 in differen-
tiating all bi-peak shapes and single peak shapes of RPol
II signals (Figure 3), suggesting an effective distinguished
power. Figure 3 clearly shows that the distinguished
accuracy of our model is higher for paired genes that
have longer distance.
Identification of regulatory regions in bidirectional
promoter
In the regulatory region, the total number of RPol II
binding fragments should follow a Poisson distribution; a
Poisson mixture model had already been used to identify
the microRNA regulatory regions based on the genome
wide RPol II binding patterns of protein coding genes
[19]. Briefly, the 5 parameters S, B, T, Kp, and Kt deter-
mine the Poisson parameter, l, associated with the distri-
bution of the number of RPol II binding fragments. In
the bidirectional promoter region that showed bi-peak
distribution of RPol II signals, 10 parameters were used
to describe RPol II binding pattern of 2 different promo-
ters (Figure 2B). Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm was used to maximize probability, and gave the
optimized parameters. Genomic regions with < 90% RPol
II signal decay compared with those ones in TSS-bin
were considered as potential regulatory regions. Two reg-
ulatory regions were recognized for each gene pair pre-
viously characterized as bi-peak.
The regulatory regions located in the bidirectional
region were divided into 4 categories, double promoters
which included 2 individual promoters, left promoters
that only cover the TSS of gene in negative strand, right
promoters that only cover the TSS of gene in right stand,
and centre promoters that cover 2 TSSs. Figure 4A
shows the RPol II binding pattern of four types of pro-











































Figure 1 RPol II binding fragments surrounding TSSs of
protein coding genes and bidrectional gene pairs in Hela cells.
(A) ChIP-Seq-derived RPol II binding pattern around the TSS of
protein coding gene. Protein-coding genes (n = 6802) whose
transcript lengths are > 10,000-bp and no other genes are present
within 10,000-bp of their TSS were separated into 4 groups, based
upon their expression levels, which were measured using microarray
experiments. (B) ChIP-Seq-derived RPol II binding pattern around
theTSSs of bidrectional gene pairs. The gene pairs were separated
into 5 groups, based on the distance between 2 opposite genes.
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Figure 2 Statistical model of RPol II distribution of Bi-peak shape. (A) RPol II binding fragments on 2 promoters form a bi-peak shape.
Green and blue dotted lines represent the RPol II distribution surrounding TSSs of 2 opposite genes. The red line presents the accumulation
of RPol II fragments. P1, P2, and V are 3 features of the bi-peak shape. The parameters, Sig and Dif, are used to identify the bi-peak shape of
RPol II distribution in bidirectional regions.(B) A statistical model of RPol II binding pattern surrounding theTSSs of bi-directional gene pairs.
The adjacent genomic regions are divided into multiple 20-bp bins, in which the number of RPol II fragments is assumed to follow a Poisson
distribution for each promoter. For each of these, the overall binding pattern coud be characterized by 5 hidden variables, including 3
variables describing the expected number of fragments in the background region (B), the transcript region (T), and the bin that contains TSS
(S), and 2 variables modeling the signal decay rates in both upstream and downstream of the TSS (Kp and Kt). Each hidden variable follows a
gamma distribution genome-wide. For the accumulation of RPol II fragments of two promoters, the number of RPol II fragments also follow a
Poisson distribution.
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false discovery rate (FDR) was calculated by comparing
the number of simulated bi-peaks and single peaks.
Using an FDR ≤ 0.2, the significant ratio ≥ 1.2 and differ-
ence ratio ≤ 4, 249 bi-peaks (Additional file 1) and 1094
single peaks (Additional file 2) were identified from the
bidirectional promoter regions (Figure 4A). After using
the Poisson mixture model to identify the regulatory
region of each gene, the overlaps of regulatory regions of
249 gene pairs are shown in Figure 4B. No overlap of reg-
ulatory regions were found for 55 pairs of genes, and the
width of overlapped regulatory regions in 135 (54%) gene
pairs were < 200 bp (Figure 4C), which indicates that the
promoters of these opposite genes are relatively indepen-
dent. For RPol II signals following the single peak shapes,
86 left promoters, 76 right promoters and 932 centre
promoters in Hela cell were identified (Figure 4A).
Expression of paired genes
Expression levels of each of the paired genes were
checked to examine the function of identified regulatory
regions. Removing the genes not printed in the expres-
sion array, 233 pairs of promoters, 67 left promoters, 51
right promoters, and 770 centre promoters were kept. In
total 3 microarrays experiments, genes presented at least
twice were expressed, others were not. Figure 5 shows
the number and percentage of expressed left gene, right
gene, and 2 genes in bidirectional region under the differ-
ent promoter categories. The percentage of expressed left
gene and right gene were similar in double promoter and
centre promoter categories, indicating that the regulation
of promoters to each strand was unbiased. In the left pro-
moter category, the left gene was presented more than
the right one (90 vs 71%), which indicates that left pro-
moters regulate left genes; in contrary, the right promo-
ters tended to regulate the right genes.
STAT1 binding site in the promoter region
To see the effect of transcription factor on bidirectional
region, overlapping of ChIP-seq-derived STAT1 binding
regions, identified by Gerstein’s group [11], with the reg-
ulatory regions of four types of promoters (Additional
file 3, 4, 5 and 6) were explored. To avoid the bias where
left promoters and right promoters only cover the TSS of
one gene, the regions were extend to 500 bp of the oppo-
site gene body. Figure 6 shows the number of the centre
of ChIP-seq-derived STAT1-enriched regions located in
left gene body, right gene body, and the middle of two
genes in 4 promoter categories. Intuitively, in left promo-
ter category more STAT1 binding sites were located in
the left gene body, and same pattern was found in right
category, which suggests that STAT1 is involved in the
primary promoter.
Discussion
High throughput RPol II ChIP-seq technology gives the
opportunity to identify the promoter region and examine
gene regulation. We have reported on a bioinformatics
strategy to look at regulatory regions in bidirectional pro-
moter regions, based upon ChIP-seq-derived genome-
wide binding patterns of transcription factors and RNA
polymerase II; there are 249 double promoters, 76 right
promoters, 86 left promoters and 932 centre promoters.
Their gene expression and STAT1 binding sites for dif-
ferent promoter categories were followed.
The method of identification of bi-peak shape and sin-
gle peak is straightforward, and the power of the method
is better in the long bidirectional promoter than in the
shorter one. Within 200 bp distance, only 25 double pro-
moters (0.03% of 863 total gene pairs) were identified.
RPol II signals located around 2 TSSs tend to completely
overlap and form one peak in the middle of bidirectional
region, making it difficult to distinguish the 2 promoters
and single promoter in these regions.
In double promoter and centre promoter categories, >
60% paired genes were expressed. We also found that
some genes were expressed, whereas other genes on the
other side were unexpressed. This suggests that some
other mechanism, such as post-transcriptional regulation,
can effect gene expression. The RPol II signal in the gene
body or RNA-seq data can be recruited to assess gene
regulation by promoters.
Between the genomic region of 2 genes, the proportion
of STAT1 binding sites of double promoters was higher




















Figure 3 ROC curve for Bi-peak shape identification. According
to the distance between paired genes, 5 categories of bi-peak
shapes and single peak shapes simulated from expressed genes and
unexpressed genes are presented in different color. The bi-peak
shapes and single peak shapes were considered positive and
negative sets, respectively. The ROC curve was generated using
ROCR library in the R project http://www.r-project.org.
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these STAT1 binding sites are important in recruiting
RPol II for both genes. Otherwise, to avoid the effect on
the other side genes in the left and right promoter cate-
gories, more STAT1 binds on the genomics region of
gene body. Compared to the gene body region, less
STAT1 binding sites were found between the TSSs in the
centre promoter category, which suggests that some left
promoters and right promoters could not be distin-
guished from the centre promoter category.
Methods
Data description
ChIP-seq data was downloaded from GEO(GSE12783),
in which genome-wide binding patterns of transcription
factor RPol II and STAT1 in HeLa S3 cells were
detected using the GA II platform from Illumina [25].
The reads uniquely mapped to human genome (NCBI
build 36) were extended to 200 bp for further analysis.
Gene expression data measured with the Affymetrix
platform was also downloaded from GEO (GSE3051)
[26], and signal intensities were extracted using its
Microarray Suite 5.0 (MAS5).
Features of binding patterns of RPol II in bidirectional
promoter
To distinguish bi-peak and single peak binding patterns
of RPol II on bidirectional promoters, we introduce fea-
tures associated with RPol II binding pattern at the TSS.
As there is a significant enrichment of RPol II signal
here of each protein coding gene, the level of RPol II
signal at both TSSs should be noticeably higher than





























Figure 4 Identification of promoters in bidirectional regions. (A) 4 types of promoters. The RPol II binding pattern of 3 types of promoters,
double promoter, centre promoter, left promoter and right promoter, showed in UCSC genome browser. (B) The number of identified 4 types
of promoter. (C) Histogram illustrating width of overlapping regions of 2 promoters.
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RPol II on bidirectional promoters. Thus, we define the





where P1 is the number of RPol II fragments at TSS of
the gene on the positive strand, with P2 being the one on
the negative strand. V represents the lowest number of
RPol II fragments between the 2 TSSs (Figure 2A). In
addition, the difference between the levels of RPol II sig-
nal at both TSSs should be smaller than a certain amount
if there is a bi-peak. Thus we define the difference of





We simulate some “bidirectional promoters” using
both expressed genes, and others with an expressed and
an unexpressed gene. There is a bi-peak RPol II signal on
the former promoters and a single peak signal on the lat-
ter. We confirmed the amount of the 2 features, a and b,
which can distinguish the 2 patterns in the best degree
with the simulated data. These 2 features were used to
identify bi-peak and single peak patterns on real bidirec-
tional promoters. If Sig > a and Dif < b, the pattern is a
bi-peak, otherwise the pattern would be recognized as a
single peak.
Identification of RPol II regulatory regions
The genomic regions neighboring 2 TSSs were divided
into 20-bp bins, which were classified into 3 categories:
transcript bins of the gene on the negative strand, bins
between the 2 TSSs and transcript bins of the gene on the
positive strand. For bidirectional promoter region, we
assumed the amount of RPol II was the sum of RPol II
fragments at the promoters of the 2 genes. The number of
RPol II fragments of 2 single promoters detected in each
bin should follow a Poisson distribution. The sum of 2
independent Possion distributions also follows Possion
distribution, and the parameter l of the Possion distribu-
tion equals the sum of the 2 parameters that belong to the
2 single promoters. The expected RPol II quantity li of
the i-th bin was determined by the following equation.
λi = [B1 + (S1 − B1)e−Di1/Kp1 + T2 + (S2 − T2)e−Di2/Kt2 ]I[Rj in NEG]
[B1 + (S1 − B1)e−Di1/Kp1 + B2 + (S2 − B2)e−Di2/Kp2]I[Rj in MID]
[T1 + (S1 − T1)e−Di1/Kt1 + B2 + (S2 − B2)e−Di2/Kp2 ]I[Rj in POS]
(3)
Where Si, Bi and Ti denote the number of RPol II frag-
ments in the bin of TSS, inter-genetic region and tran-
scription region, respectively (1 represents the parameters
associated with the gene on the positive strand, whereas 2
represents those associated with the gene on the negative
strand). Kpi and Kti denote the decay rate of RPol II
(Figure 2B). Di1 denotes the distance between the i-th bin
and TSS of the gene on the positive strand, whereas Di2
denotes the distance between the i-th bin and TSS of the
gene on the negative strand.
A mixture model was established to describe the prob-
ability of RPol II fragments neighboring a certain gene
pair, where X denotes the observed number of RPol II
fragments in each bins, and Y={ B1, B2, T1, T2, S1, S2,
Kp1, Kp2, Kt1, Kt2 }, each follows a gamma distribution in































Figure 5 Percentage of expressed genes associated with 4
types of promoters. The blue, red and green colors correspond to
expressed left genes, right genes and 2 genes, respectively. The
numbers on the top of the bars give the total of expressed genes.



































Figure 6 Percentage of STAT1 binding sites associated with 4
types of promoters. The blue, red and green colors correspond to
STAT1 binding sites located in the left, the right and the middle of
2 genes, respectively. The numbers on the top of bars represent the
total STAT1 binding sites.
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the genome wide among all the expressed genes. The
probability density function is modeled by the following
equation:








































where the vector θ = {aB, bB, aT, bT, aS, bS, aKp, bKp,
aKt, bKt} is the gamma distribution parameters.
Following a similar strategy as previously [19], we used
PSO algorithm to estimate the vector θ and maximize the
probability of equation (4), and got the optimized para-
meters Y={ B1, B2, T1, T2, S1, S2, Kp1, Kp2, Kt1, Kt2 } as a
result. Two regulatory regions were recognized when a
certain gene pair was characterized as a bi-peak.
A previous method [19] was used to identify the regula-
tory regions of single peak gene pairs. If the regulatory
region covered one TSS, we considered the region as the
promoter of the corresponding gene; where regulatory
region covers both TSSs, the promoter corresponds to 2
genes.
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RPol II signal and their regulatory regions.
Additional file 2: Table of 1094 bidirectional gene pairs with single
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single peak on the left.
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